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This is by far my favourite picture of Pretender with our happy travellers Jude and Claus
on board. Cheers to you both in your new home (so far away)!
Check us out on Facebook

Where the racing is fun!
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Winter series results so far....
Peregrine Gross 21
Chilly
36
Imagine
35
Pretender
43
Raven Lunatic
38
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Pre Start Drift

Net 18
29
29
32
33

...with 4 more races to go!

We have tentative dates for
a Video night! March 9 or
16 subject to the Legion etc...
Stay Tuned!

Sounds like we may get a couple club cruises in this season! Potentially, Secret Cove,
Van Anda and maybe something more adventure orientated. Stay tuned!
David Hoens has been plugging away on Welo.....
Part 24
https://youtu.be/qodBfdAtXfc

Part 25
https://youtu.be/QP5MyA69eBU

John V sent this in.... “I just came across this video of sailing a tall ship in storms around
the Horn in 1928. Pretty amazing sea conditions and crew work. Makes the life of current
round-the-world sailors seem pretty cushy ...”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZLzBDhilDL0
Check us out on Facebook
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Not my boat!
But it gives you
the idea of my day!

My Race Last Weekend
by RonB.

After a mediocre result the previous weekend I was ready to get out there and do better. The
forecast was for some fresh wind and the plan was to go outside around Nelson Rock. Sounded great!
Just before the start, Windy, the wind forecast app, was checked and said it was blowing a steady 7
knots at Nelson Rock. Hardly “fresh” but perfect for Chilly and me. Off we went.
After a good start I tacked along the Panorama shore taking advantage of the current. It was a nice
upwind leg to Scardon Islands in 5 or 6 knots of wind. These are perfect conditions for Chilly and we
had pulled out a healthy lead on the fleet. Elua was definitely closing in though.
Just past the Scardon’s a gust came over Williams Island and knocked us over. I couldn’t release the
sheet in time and rounded up all the way onto the opposite tack. Yikes. It certainly looked like more
than 7 knots out there! About this time Elua slipped past me. Once they saw the conditions outside
the course was shortened to around Nares Rock and back into the harbour. It was at least 15 knots
outside the entrance and more past the islands. ...rounded up again.
Time to put in a reef! Ease out the main sheet, ease the main halyard (I need to sew in a marker on
the halyard so it gets eased to the right place), pull in on the reef lines and snug up the halyard.
Usually goes pretty well and takes about 20 seconds. Well, not this time!
Halfway through the procedure Chilly rounded up again. The jib was pinned on the wrong side so the
sheet was released from the cleat. Now the jib is flogging wildly but at least it’s not trying to push us
over. I had almost finished up putting in the reef when the sails filled in the fresh breeze. The halyard
wasn’t tight enough, the bottom of the mainsail was very full and not setting well at all. I was on port
tack heading to the mouth of the harbour and sheeted in the jib. The sheet lead was really wrong and
I realized the jib car was no longer attached to the track . It was done. I was feeling kinda done too!
....rolled up the jib, turned downwind and called Elua on the radio telling them I was retiring for the
day. On the way back in the speedo was showing a steady 6.5 knots under reefed main alone. It was
actually quite a lovely sail back in!
A couple mistakes..... A helping hand on board would have made a huge difference but that
wasn’t the case, I was on my own. Gotta think things through differently without crew. Some things will
take a little longer but at least they will get done safely. The right thing to do would have been to roll
up the jib right away. Then, deal with reefing the main and being focused on that task alone. The tiller
tamer wasn’t tight enough which made the steering sloppy. Once the jib was rolled up and the main
reefed properly I was probably in a good position to finish the race andcould have continued on. That
would have been a fun ride back in from Nares Rock. Next time!
Check us out on Facebook
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BOATS FOR SALE!!!
For various reasons there are a bunch of boats for sale here in the Harbour....
My Star is still available
$1200 OBO

Sean has a Star
$500 OBO

Charlie is selling Frendy
Pretender is still available
Asking $19,000

Drifter is for sale too!
Asking $45,000
I also have a project Star $500
and an International 110 $1500
Check us out on Facebook
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Elua Makani by DavidT
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Blustery race to Nares....

Heading out by DavidT

Fredy chasing down
Equanimity
by Richard Moreno

Almost to Nares Rock by DavidT
Equanimity By DavidT
Check us out on Facebook
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PUB
SEA

Brian was very pleased that he could now navigate
"The idea is to die young as late as possible".
Submitted by DaveP.
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